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NZXT Sleeved LED Cable
Kit - 2M - Red

Special Price

$9.74 was

$14.99

Product Images

Short Description

The NZXT Sleeved LED Kit re-images the way enthusiasts sets up lighting inside the computer case.
Traditionally, cold cathodes and even solid LED boards take up large amounts of space inside the case. Using
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sleeved wires paired with high density amount of LEDs, the NZXT LED kit allows users to hide lights between
side panels and under components, creating an amazing glow effect

Description

The NZXT Sleeved LED Kit re-images the way enthusiasts sets up lighting inside the computer case.
Traditionally, cold cathodes and even solid LED boards take up large amounts of space inside the case. Using
sleeved wires paired with high density amount of LEDs, the NZXT LED kit allows users to hide lights between
side panels and under components, creating an amazing glow effect. Lastly, the NZXT Sleeved LED Kit is
paired with a three step light sensitivity and on/off light function via PCI keeping the LED kit stealthily hidden
away while unused.

Features

Easy Management: Designed to take up minimal space and fit in narrow areas in any case, the Sleeved LED Kit provides
numerous LEDs on one cable to simplify installation.
5 Kit Colors: Set the mood or mix and match with red, green, white, blue, or orange kits.
Sleeved LED Kit comes in 2 lengths; 1m and 2m.
3-Step Light Sensitivity: Allows user to turn LEDs on high, medium, and low settings or turn off.

Specifications
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Additional Information

Brand NZXT

SKU NZXT-LED-KIT-2M-RD-D

Weight 0.5000

Lighting Type Flexible LED Strip

Length 2 meters

LED Color Red

Vendor SKU/EAN 13150113201199

Internet Reviews 0

Special Price $9.74


